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 .47.23. The repair of the operating system is the default boot device and the Windows boot manager has been updated to show
the Windows 10 repair entry. Configuration of the custom menu The boot menu configuration tool is the bcdedit command-line
utility. The usage of the command is shown in the following example: bcdedit /? The bcdedit command-line utility is useful to
add new boot menu entries. For example, a complete example to add a Windows PE entry on the first position: bcdedit /add
osloader /section:OS /menuentry:WinPE /os {bootmhd} Configurations of the boot menu As defined in the bcdedit example

above, the first boot entry is the boot entry with the highest identifier or index. Each subsequent boot entry is placed at a lower
identifier or index. Also, boot entries may share an identifier and index. Menu Entries Every menu entry is a block of data with
the boot loader being placed as the first block. It may include the path to the boot block or the boot block itself. Identifiers The
identifiers of menu entries are limited to 15 hexadecimal digits in length, with each digit being a zero or a one. The identifier of
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each menu entry is unique and corresponds to a fixed binary number. The identifier is used to ensure that the menu entries are
shown in the boot menu in order. If an entry has the same identifier as a previous entry, the menu entry is placed at the top of
the menu rather than being pushed down. Section A menu entry can be placed in a particular section within the configuration

file. For example, a menu entry can be placed in the WinPE section: [WinPE] [Boot Menu] Windows Boot Manager The
Windows boot manager is stored in the BCD (Boot Configuration Data) file. The Windows boot manager allows Windows to

boot from a bootable medium such as an USB flash drive, hard drive or other media. It supports booting from a Windows
installation disc, from a Windows installation disc placed on a USB flash drive, from a Windows installation disc placed on a
hard drive and from a Windows installation disc placed on another Windows installation disc. If no media is present, the boot

manager will prompt for a suitable media. The Boot Configuration Data (BCD) file is stored in the MBR of the drive containing
the operating system. It is the same format 82157476af
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